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DR Congo is home to the world’s only sanctuary for orphaned bonobos, which are similar 
to chimpanzees. Follow these steps to learn how to draw a bonobo.

Virunga National Park in DR 
Congo is the oldest National 
Park in Africa. 

DR Congo is the second largest country in Africa. CMS missionaries in DR Congo are 
teaching the Bible and helping care for people’s needs. CMS missionaries are thankful to 
God for protecting and providing for them as they show God’s love to people.

Did you know?
There are over 200 ethnic groups in        
DR Congo.

Fun fact:

DR CONGO

1. Draw an oval with a   
    mouth and squiggly  
    line for the nose. Draw  
    a circular line to create  
    the top of the head.

2. Add in eyes by       
    drawing two ovals  
    with one big circle  
    and one small       
    circle in each.

3. Draw short sharp      
    lines around the head  
    to create the fur.      
    Make it flat at the top.

4. Add in ears by    
    drawing two small,  
    rounded triangles.

5. Draw more short sharp lines      
    to create the furry arms and        
      body. Use rounded lines to     
    draw the hands.

6. Again use short sharp lines to  
    draw the legs and curves      
    lines to draw the feet. Now     
    add some colour.
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Have a go at drawing 
your own bonobo.

ACTIVITY



Name: 

As CMS missionaries teach the Bible to people in DR Congo, they want them to know that God is 
like a good shepherd who protects his sheep. When people put their trust in Jesus, he will provide 
all their needs. 

The letters of the words in Psalm 23:1 have been scrambled. Unjumble the words and then put 
them together in the spaces provided. 

that he provides for all our needs. 
Thank God

to help people in DR Congo trust in 
Jesus Christ alone for salvation.

Ask God

Whenever you 
visit a National 
Park, pray for          
DR Congo!
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PSALM 23:1

 HINT: USE YOUR BIBLE IF YOU GET STUCK

BIBLE CHALLENGE

PRAY


